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1. Introduction – Presented study shows method of manufacturing expansion joint element using laser 

beam and mechanical force. Mechanical force was used for bully thin wal pipe, which was previously 

heated by defocused laser beam. Heat provided by laser beam 

improves process by locally increasing plasticity of material. 

Applying coaxial mechanical force after material is locally heated, 

pipe start to bully in heated area. One of limitation of this method is 

laser beam absorptivity of metal surface, which increase while 

material is heated, therefore, controlling of this phenomenon is 

important. Metal expansion joint were usually made of stainless 

steels grades, where controlling of heat treatment is essential. 

Overheated of material lead to microstructure changes and reduce 

mechanical properties, moreover, locally amount of alloying 

elements (chromium, nickel) can be reduce and corrosion resistance 

can changes. Controlling temperature of bulled material affect on properties of metal expansion joint, 

therefore, authors propose method of heating material using ramping procedures.  

 

2. Experimental -  Stainless steel pipe was mounted in rotary axis and laser beam heated element from 

above. In order to avoid intensified heated of one point ramping with increasing of laser power with 

constant rotation speed was programmed. Laser power increase from 0 to 4 kW at an angle of 360 degree. 

Then with constant speed equal to 10 000 degree fer minute and power of laser beam equal to 4 kW pipe 

rotated. After achieved temperature of 700 Celsius degree 

additional ramping procedure was started, where 10% decrease 

of laser power was set at an angle of 3600 degree. Where pipe 

temperature reached 700 Celsius degree mechanical force was 

apllayed, with programmable press step. Ramping heating after 

reached assumed temperature was set in order to keep constant 

temperature of pipe in bulking stage.  

 

 

 

3. Results and Discussion - Results and Discussion - Using programmed 

ramping procedure metal expansion joint was manufactured. Expansion 

joint element was cut and material microstructure was tested. After 

polishing and etching austenitic structure typical for stainless steel was 

revealed. No grain growth or grind  comparing to base material was 

detected, therefore assumed range of 700 Celsius degree was maintained 

during bulking process. No defects was revealed, therefore, assumed shape 

and properties of metal expansion joint was achieved. 

 

4. Conclusions - Developed method of manufacturing expansion joints using ramping procedure allow to 

obtained elements with no change of microstructure and good mechanical properties.  
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Image 1. Metal expansion joint manufactured  

using presented method 
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Image 2. Programmed ramping procedure 


